Introduction
Illegal, unreported, and unregulated fishing (iuu fishing) is a chronic and worldwide marine resource and management problem that effects fisheries located both on the high seas and within exclusive economic zones. While it is not easy to calculate actual losses and some fisheries are managed better than other fisheries, scientists estimate that somewhere between 11 million to 26 million tons of fish or are lost annually to iuu fishing averaging out at a mean loss of 18% across fisheries.1 This means that almost 1 out of every 5 fish is an iuu fish. Given how critical fish protein is to the diet of millions of people and how many people rely upon the fishing industry as their primary livelihood, this trend of overexploitation cannot continue if "each generation is entitled to inherit a robust planet that on balance is at least as good as that of previous generations."2 This chapter argues for States to invest strategically in a combination monitoring infrastructure and surveillance and detection technology that will offer "disruptive innovation" so that iuu fishing will no longer offer a comfortable "business as usual" model for some sectors of the fishing industry. iuu fishing is not a new global problem. There are already numerous significant legal responses including a call for a global record of high seas fishing vessels maintained by the fao;3 a binding global treaty on measures that should be taken by port States to prevent iuu fish from entering the market;4 blacklisting of proven iuu vessels by regional fisheries management organizations, and various initiatives to improve the traceability of seafood through catch documentation systems and labeling.5 Cumulatively, these layered efforts are important for creating a normative framework for combating iuu fishing. Yet, in spite of these notable legal efforts, iuu fishing persists because it is relatively easy to engage in the iuu activities if a fishing industry player already has basic capital invested in vessels and fishing equipment because the chances of being detected at any point along the iuu fishing chain are low.6 Part of the problem is the general lack of government regulatory infrastructure dedicated to addressing iuu fishing.
Enhancing Port Infrastructure to Detect iuu Fishing through dna Testing
Across coastal Asia, cranes dominate the skyline while bulldozers sculpt the land. States are investing generously in new buildings, bridges, roads, tunnels, powerlines, airports, and ports. All of these investments are deemed strategic investments to encourage economic growth by improving the communication and transportation infrastructure. Far less attention has been given to other types of infrastructure such as regulatory infrastructure. This section will specifically focus on ports and the available regulatory and physical infrastructure available to detect iuu fishing. Infrastructure is a generic term used here to refer to a system of public works. When one imagines port infrastructure, what usually comes to mind is cargo terminals, cranes, berths, and linkages of road and rail transport. Inspection is not necessarily considered to be significant part of designing port infrastructure when planners are constructing or renovating ports. Planners are generally focused on how to expand ports to provide for more port access or make existing ports more efficient for the level of traffic. Yet, a lack of routine cargo inspection for cargo flowing through a port is a recurring challenge. When United States lawmakers became concerned that radioactive material
